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We construct the asymptotic expansions in powers of the 
coupling constant A for the asymptotic fields and the scat-
tering operator S for self-coupled Boson fields with space 
cut-off polynomial interaction in two space-time dimensions. 
These asymptotic expansions are then used to prove that 
S*S = SS* = n in the sense of asymptotic power series in A9 
on a dense set of states. 
The results apply also~ under the additional assumption 
of an ultraviolet cut-off 9 to large classes of boson-boson 9 
fermi-boson and fermi-fermi interactions as well as to boson 




Vfhereas the existence of the basic quanti ties for a mathe-
matical description of the scattering of particles has been proven 
for a number of interactions 9 both for systems of finitely many 
and for systems of infinitely many particles 1), the problem of 
the unitarity of the scattering operator has been tackled success-
fully only for certain quantum mechanical systems of finitely 
many particles and very restricted forces 2) and, as far as field 
theoretical models are concerned, for t11e case where no pure crea-
tion terms are present in the interaction i.e. for models without 
vacuum polarization [6]. 3) In this paper we study the S-matrL~ 
for the space cut-off polynomial boson interactions in two space-
time dimensions [7]. These P(~) 2 interactions have been studied 
intensively in recent years, especially by J. Glimm and A. Jaffe, 
and shown to have limits, when the space cut-off is taken away, 
which satisfy all the Wightman axioms for a local, relativistic 
covariant theory of quantized fields. 
In [8] one of us has constructed the asymptotic fields for these 
models, for the case of a space cut-off interaction. 4) 
In this paper we prove that these asymptotic fields are equal, in 
the sense of asymptotic series~ to a power series in the coupling 
constant A , on a dense domain of the }}ock space •. 5) 
The scattering operator S is defined in terms of the asymptotic 
fields. Using the asymptotic series for the asymptotic fields we 
then prove that S is asy~ptotic for A = 0 to an asymptotic 
series in powers of A , on a dense domain. This yields then 
asymptotic series for all S-matrix elements between dense sets 
1) See e.g. [1],[2] and the references given therein. 
2) See e.g. [2],[3] and C4],[5], and the references quoted therein. 
3) References for models somewhat inbetween the two mentioned 
classes, like e.g. external field models and lee-type models 
are mentioned e.g. in [16]. 
4) Related results for the special case P(~) = ~4 have been 
obtained also in [9]. 
5) Such asymptotic expansions have been derived in [10] for space 
and ultraviolet cut-off relativistic fermions interactions. 
The case of Nelson's type models is treated in [1b] and the 
case of non polynomial boson models in [11b]. 
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of states. In particular it follows that the S-matrix is not 
trivial. The asymptotic series for 
to study the operators s-:~s and ss-x-
are then used, in section4, 
on a dense set of vectors. 
Vle prove that S*S and ss->(- are both asymptotic, for small val.:.. 
ues of A, to the identity operator, on the chosen dense set of 
states. This then proves the unj_tari ty of the S-matrix in the 
sense of asymptotic series. The results use essentially a strong 
control on the Hamiltonian, such as the one provided by Rosen's 
higher order estimates [12], and the existence of the asymptotic 
fields [8]. The same information is available for a large class 
of space and ultraviolet cut-off interactions, in any space time-
dimensions. Our results extend therefore to such interactions 9 
including the bose-bose, bose-fermi and fermi-fermi polynomial 
interactions of [10], the Nelson's type interactionsof [1] and 
the non polynomial interactions of [11]. 
2. The models, the asymptotic fields, the wave operators and 
the scattering operator. 
Let (/ ~ be the Fock space for scalar bosons in two space-
time dimensions, with mass m > 
c;- C7 co (7'11 
0 • :If is the direct sum /f = ffi if ~ 
n=o ern vn~ere u is the space of all symmetric square integrable 
functions of n (momentum) variables. 
The time zero boson field 9(x) is given in terms of annihilation-
creation operators on Jr by 
cp(x) = (4rr)-!Jeikx[a*(k)+a(-k)]!l(k)-~dk 9 (2.1) 
vvhere p. (k) = Jk2 +m2 and x, k ru.Yl. over the one dimensional space 
JR • The annihilation-creation operators satisfy 
[a(k),a*(k')] = o(k-k 1 ) • (2.2) 
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Let H be the free Hamiltonian in ~ and 
0 
A V = A s g ( X) : P ( cp ( X ) ) : dx 
JR 
(2.3) 
be the interaction 9 where A is the (real) coupling constant 9 
g(x) is a smooth non negative function of compact support, P(a) 
is a polynomial bounded from below 9 and : P(cp(x)): is the corre-
spondent Wick-ordered polynomial in the field (see e.g. [7]). 
It is proven (see e.g. [7]) that H = H0 + AV is essentially self-
adjoint on the intersection D(H ) n D(V) 
0 
of the domains of the 
self-adjoint operator H and the symmetric 
0 
operator v • More-
over the following power estimates have been proven by L. Rosen 
[12]: 
(2.4) 
the latter for the case a,+ 8 .?:: p , 2p being the degree of the 
polynomial P(a) which gives the interaction. N is the particle 
a 9 b, a. 9 b. are constants 9 j = 1,2, ..... J J 
-lL 
number operator, 
For h in !f1 the annihilation-creation operators aF(h) , where 
" 
a%'' stands for a or a'~ 9 are well defined closed opera tors on 
1. 
a domain containing the domain D(N 2 ) • They are related to the 
a 7~'(k) by the usual formal relations 
The a(h) 9 a*(h) are mutually adjoints and satisfy the commuta-
tion relations 
[a(h),a*(g)] = (h9g) 9 ( 2. 5) 
on a domain containing D(N) • 




For any h in r:T and any time t E JR. , the opera tors 
L . tH i tH I - i tH . tH 
i e-l e 0 aw(h)e 0 el l " ·th d t · at = are c osea, Wl omains con aln-
:l 1 
ing the domain D(H+b 1 f 2 of (H+b1 )2 , and converge strongly as 
1 
a;(h) t -t :too on D(H+b 1 )2 Call these strong limits. They • 
satisfy the same commutation relations on the domain of H as 
.J.L 
aF(h) on the domain of H0 ~ i.e. 
~~~oreover H and a#(g) satisfy the same commutation relations 
+ 
as do H and a*(~) ~ in the sense that 
0 
where ht(k) = ei t~J,(k)h(k) 9 and + goes with a* 9 - with a . 
do 




:f= ~ ® 
hilated by 
of H 6) . 
be the sub spaces generated by applying all polynomials 
to Then Jr can be decomposed as a tensor product 
V ± 9 where 0 ·2! V ± is the closed subspace of ff anni-
C?"'1 
a (h) for all h E cf' . 
± 
Relative to this tensor de-
composition the opera tor H - E has the form H- E = H± ® 11 + 11 ® H0 0 ±9 
where H; is the free energy operator in ~ and 11 ® H~ is 
the restriction of (H-E) to the invariant subspace 0 0 V ± , 
which is positive, with finitely dimensional spectral decomposi-
tion 7) on the interval [0 9 m-e] 9 for any e > 0 • I 
6) For the proof that the bottom of the spectrum of H is a 
simple 9 isolated eigenvalue 9 see e.g. [7]. 
7) See e.g. [7]. 
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For any operator A , given in terms of the annihilation-creation 
operators 
-1-
a "(p) we set ~ 
(2.6) 
Let now A be of either of the forms 
A= [V(t.),[V(t. 1), .. 19 [V(t1),B] ... ]] J J- or (2.7) 
A = r:r. 0 (t.) ([V(t.) ,a0 (t. 1 )([V(t. 1 ), ••• ,a. 0 (t1)([V(t1),B]) •••• ])]) 9 J J J- J-
itH -itH 
where ~0 (t)(C) = e °Ce 0 for any operator C 9 and V(t) = 
0 -itH0 itH0 
=a (-t)(V) = e Ve and B = a*(h1 ) ••• a*(hk) , with 
ci7'1 · hi E 2r , 1 = 1, ••. ,k. We make also the convention to allow 
for the value j = 0 in (2.7) 9 setting A= B in this case. 
For j = 1,2, ••• , call ny2 the domains of the operatoDs 
(H +b.) j/2 ... 
J 
Let again 2p be the degree of the lower boun-
ded polynomial P(a) which gives the interaction. For any 
·r E D 
. k the following estimates are a simple consequence of 
JP+"2" 
the higher order estimates (2.4) and the fact that the 
are closed operators with domain containing 
(2.8) 
where C(j,k) is independent of t,~,t 1 , ••• ,tj 9 hi,i = 1 ••. k • 
These estimates are thus, in particular, uniform in the time vari-
Lemma 2.1 
Let F be any bounded operator on JT and 
"tH itH itH ·tH 
Ft = e-1 e °Fe 0 e1 Then Ft converges strongly as 
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t _, :!: co to bounded operators F ± • 
Proof~ By Theorem 2.1, ai(h) + at(h) converges strongly as 
t _, ±co~ hence by the Trotter convergence theorem ei(at(h)+at(h)) 
converges strongly. Therefore for any continuous function F of 
the time zero field ~ we have that Ft converges strongly. But 
these operators are strongly dense in the space of all bounded 
operators. Having the strong convergence for a strongly dense 
set 9 we get strong convergence for all bounded operators using 
the uniform boundedness of the mapping F _, Ft (since !IF t I] = 
= I!Fl!) . I 
Lemma 2.2 
For any '¥ E D and ~ E Y1n C 00(H0 ) 9 one has p(j+1)+~ 
t . isH -isH . 
At'¥= A'¥- iA.J elSH[V9e OAe o]elSH'l'ds 9 
0 
where the integral is a strong one. 
Proof~ The proof is completely similar to the one of Lemma 2 in 
Ref.[8] and uses (2.8) together with the essential self-adjoint-
ness of H on D(H 0 ) n D(V) • 
Proceding now as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 9 given in Theorem 1 
of Ref.[8] 9 we first prove the following~ 
Lemma 2.3 
Let A be as in (2.7). The following estimate holds in the 
case where all the functions 
q--1 
space of cT consisting of 
neighborhood of the origin~ 
h 19 ••• 9 hk belong to the dense sub-




!ICV,e 0 Ae 0 ]'¥\! = 
for any '¥ ED k , any integer M , where C(j,k,M,~) is inde-
p(jl-1 )+"2" 
pendent of t,t 1 , ••• ,tj • 
itH -itH itH -itH Proof~ One has [V 9 e 0 Ae 0 ]~ = e 0 [V(t),A]e 0 '¥ • A 
is given by the multiple commutator (2.7) and expanding these 
commutators and Wick ordering after expansion every term we get 
A as a sum of Wick ordered monomials p .• 8) 
l 
The commutator of V(t) with any term P. is itself a sum of 
l 
terms. After Wick ordering of the terms there remains, since V 
is spatially cut-off, terms of the form~ 
a(ps+1) ••• a(pr)dpdp1 ••. dpr ' 
where f is a C--:D square integrable function (which may depend 
also on some of the variables 
of compact support in p and vanishing in a neighborhood of 
p = 0 • Such a term is estimated in the UEual way (see e.g. [8], 
[9],[10]) by 
jjTi(N+1)-(s+r)tl) < CM(1+Jtl )-M ' 
where t • 
Since by above argument, a sum of finitely 
many terms of the form T. , the Lemma is proven. 
l 
Lemma 2.4 
For any h. E § 1 , i = 1, .•• 9 k , the strong limits as t -t±--:D l 
of the operator At defined by (2.6), (2.7) exists on the domain 
8) For definitions, see e.g. [7],[13]. 
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D . k • Calling 
PJ~ 
A± these limits we have, for any '¥ E D . k 
PJ+'2' 
+.:D . H . H 
-r . H 1s -1s . H 
A'¥ - i A. l e -l 8 [ V 9 e 0 Ae 0 ] e 1 s '±' d s 
"' 0 
where the integral is strongly convergent. 
Moreover the following equality holds~ 
-isH isH 
8 -isHA eisH1 = (e oA e o) '¥ 
+ + • 
Corollary~ Call jiJ the polynomial algebra generated by the iden-
II II 
tity operator and all posmible monomials ar.(h1 ) .•• a~(hk) 1 with 
h. E c;1 arbitrary ~ i = 1, ••• 1 k and arbitrary k. For any l 
B E /?we have that Bt = e-i tHe i tH0 B e-i tHoei tH converges strong-
ly as t -+ ± .:o on a dense domain 1 Dk/2 1 where k is the degree 
of the polynomial B • 
Proof~ The lemma and its Corollary are immediate conse~nces of 
Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3~ in the case where all the 




of this convergence to the case of general h. 
l 
'
Q"' 1 in c7 is a 
consequence of the uniform bounds (2.8). The last equality is 
proven by observing t d . -isHA isH tha 1 on one han 9 s-llm e te '±' = 
e-isHA isHw = ±e 1 9 on the other hand e-isHA eisH'¥ = ~ 
-isH isH 
= (e 0 Ae 0 )s+~'¥ 1 hence the strong limit is also equal 
I 
Define now the wave operators W± as the isometries which 
are the unique extensions of the operators defined on a+(h 1 ) ••• 
•• a1~(hk)00 by 




where 00 is the Fock vacuum, 0 is the lowest eigenvalue of H 
and h. are arbitrary in ~ 1 i = 1 , ••• , k 9 k = 1 , 2, • • • • The l 
vvave opera tors a-have therefore domain if and range ~· 
Lemma 2.5 
Let A any operator of the form (2.7). Then 
W AO = A 0 , 
± 0 ± 
vn~ere A± are the strong limits of 
Lemma 2.4. 
A as t .... ± co , given by 
Proof~ We first prove the lemma for the case where A is of the 
form A = i'b # with h. E y1 i 1 ••• k One has a'(h1 ••• a (hk) 9 ~ = l 
-1· ' ., # 
then At = at(h1) ••• at(hk) and, by Lemma 2.4: A tO .... A±O as 
t similarly, with AI # f has ..... + 00 • = a ( h 2 ) • • • a r ( hk ) one 
- ' 
At'O .... A1 0 , where all convergencesare strong. On the other hand, 
± 
by Theorem 2.1 for any 
converges 9 as t .... + :o 9 to 
This proves a (h ) *A 1 0 .P. 0 ± 1 ± = -.1.+ • 
Iteration of the same argument yields then 
On the other hand, since the act on 
way as free annihilation ~creation operators, one has 
a ( h 1 r* ... a ( hk ) * 0 = a -)~ ( h 1 ) • • 0 a+* ( hl ) n 
± ± ± - { 
and this, together with (2.10) and the definition of 
the equality of the Lemma, for such A • 
(2.10) 




On the other hand any operator of the form (2.7) is a sum of 
operators of the form 
where f is a function in Fr • By estimates of the form (2.8) 
we have that A.(H+b )-r/2 is bounded. Moreover by Lemma 2.1 
1 r 
(Ai)t(H+br)-r/2o converges strongly to the limits (A~±(H+br)-r/2o~ 
On the other hand ~~t(H+br)-r/2o is uniformly as 
norm bounded in t • Since the mapping f ~ (A.)t(H+b )-r/2 is 
1 r 
norm continuous~ because of estimates of the type (2.8) 9 from 
c-into the set of all bounded operators on 6f 9 and 
moreover uniformly norm bounded in t 9 we can approximate stro~ 
the vectors (A.)t(H+b )-r/2o by vectors which are linear com-
l r 
binations of vectors of the form 
approximation is uniform in t • 
an e: 3 argument and the fact that the Vl ± are bounded operators 
complete the proof of the lemma. I 
We now define the scattering amplitude for n 
with momentum distributions g1 , ••• 9gn 







;j 9 as 
Sn 9m(g1 •.• gn; h 1 ••• hm) = (a~(g 1 ) ••• a~(gn)o,a~(h 1 ) ••• a~(hm)o), (2.11) 
which, by (2.6),is equal to 
(a*(g1 ) ••• a*(g )0 , W*W a*(h1 ••• a*(h )0 ) . n o + - m o ( 2 .12) 
Therefore the scattering matrix is given by the scattering operator 




defined on the whole Fock space :;r. 
S maps Y into :f' 9 and is a contraction~ 1\S\! < 1 • Moreover 
s commutes with H o rs H ] = 0 • 0 o L 9 0 
3. The asymptotic series for the asymptotic fields and the 
~at!ering operator. 
Since all the integrals we shall consider will always be under-
stood as strong ones 9 we shall mostly omit to write this specifi-
cation in the considerations of this section. 
Let A be any operator of the form (2.7). 
( 3. 1 ) 
Hence 
00J . H isH -isH . H 
= A_'!!- iA. e- 1 s [V 9 e 0 Ae 0 ]e 1 s 'J.'ds (3.2) 
-CO 
We have also, from Lemma 2.2~ 
( 3. 3) 
Introducing therefore on the right hand side of this equality the 




( 1 ) isH -isH Set now A = [V~e 0 Ae 0 ] • Then ( ) isH -isH A 1 = e 0 [V ( s) ~A] e 0 , 
hence A( 1 ) is of the form (2.7). Hence by Lemma 2.4 applied 
we obtain~ 
-'XI 
( 1) (1) s · H icrH ( 1 ) -icrH . H A - X = A X- iA e-l.O [V~e 0 A e 0 ]el.O xds ' ( 3. 5) 
0 
for any X E D k • 
p(j+1)+"2" 
Choose now '!' to be any element in the dense subset D k p(j+1)"7 
of D 
. k • Then eitH'±' belongs also to D 
p( j+1 )+~ and intro-PJ"7 
ducing X = eitH'!' ~ A ( 1 )X as given by (3.5) into the last 
integral in (3.4)~ we get: 
t t 
At'±'= A_'!'- iA.J e-isHA(1)eisH'!' ds =A_'±'- iA.Je-isHA~1)eisH'!'ds-
_;y::;. ( 3. 6) 
- ( iA) 2 Ids .-isH s: o .-ioH[V' e ioHo A ( 1) e -ioHo]eioHeisH~ • 
-o:J 0 
Hence, since all integrals are strongly convergent~ 
+CC 
A '!' =A '¥- iA.J e-isHA( 1 )eisH'l'ds = 
+ - -
-:0 
27 . Hor . H icrH ( 1) -icrH . H . H 
+ (-iA.) jdse-l.S j dcre-l. 0 [V~e 0 A e 0 ]el. 0 el.S '±' • 
-o:J -T 
Changing now the integration variables in the last integral~ we 
get: 
'.X) 
A+'¥ = A_'l'- iA.J ds e-isHA ( 1 )eisH'¥ + 
- ·'XI 
2o:JJ s~ -is1H is 1H ( 1 ) -is 1H is 1H 
+ (-iA.) ds ds 1e [V 9 e 0 A e 0 ]e '¥ • 
( 2 ) is 1H ( 1 ) -is 1H We remark that A = [V 9 e 0 A e 0 ] is equal to 
(3.7) 
is 1H ( 1 ) -is 1H 
e 0 [V(s 1 ) 9 A ]e 0 9 and hence is again of the form (2.7). 
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Therefore we can derive (3.5) with A( 2 ) instead of 
any X r D Hence if the original ':1:' is chosen to be c p(j+2)+~ • 
is 1H in D then (3.5) with and A(2) instead k 9 X = e ':1:' p(j+2)+~ 
of A ( 1 ) permits to replace the third term on the right hand side 
of (3.7) by the sum of two terms. Proceeding in this way 9 for 
':1:' E D k we obtain the similar formulae 9 involving 
p(j+n)+2 
where A(l) are defined recursively by 
is H ( ) -is H A(l) = [V 9 e 1-1 oA 1-1 e l-1 o] for 1 = 1 9 2, ••• 9 n . 
By lemma 2.4 one has 
for any X E D k • 
p( j+l)+~ 
These relations are used to rewrite the expressions involving 
A(l) according to the following example~ 
-00 -00 
VJe formulate now the 
Theorem 3.1 
CD 




h. E $'1 
A be any operator of the form (2.7) (in particular any 
of the form a*(h) or a#(h 1 ) ••• a#(hk) 9 with 
9 i = 1 ••• k). 
-itH itH -itH itH 
= e e 0 Ae 0 e converges strongly on 
l 
Then At 
D 1 to A+ as t -+ ± oo , N = 1 9 2 9 • • • • p(N+1+j)+~ 
The limits for t -+ + CD and those for t -+ - co are related to 
each other by the following asymptotic expansions~ 
N 1 n r 
= A_'±'+"L1(-iJ..) j ···J[CV(\) 9 ••• [V(t,)9A] ••• ]}_'±' dt1 •• ,dt1 + 1-
- \_::: •.• _::t1 R (A )':1:' 
+ N+ 1 + ' 
(3.8) 
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for any 1' ED k 9 where [[V(t1 ) 9 ••• [V(t1 ) 9 A] ••• ]}_'¥ = 
p(N+1+j)+'2 
. tH i tH - i tH . tH 
=s-lim e-1 e 0 {[V(t1 ) 9 ••• ,[V(t1),A] ••• ]}e 0 e1 '¥ and t->- OJ 
n 1 J ·aH icrH RN+ 1 ( A+ ) \Jr = ( -1· ' ) .~.~ + e -l e 0 [ V ( cr ) r V ( t ) r V ( t ) A 1 I II. 9~ H 9···- 1 9 ~·· 
(3.9) 
All integrals are strongly convergent. 
satisfies the estimate 
The remainder ~+ 1 (A) '¥ 
(3.10) 
with 0N+1 independent of A. and \11 ~ . 
Moreover the operators At and their limits on D p(N+1+j)+~ as 
t->+CD are expressed in terms of the time zero quantities A 
by the asymptotic series~ 
At~= A~\!1 (-H)1 Jcv(tN), ••• [V(t1),A] ••• ]rdt1 ... dt1 +RN+1(At)r, 
0 .:Sif .S· •• ~t 1.::t . ( 3 • 11 ) 
for any t < oo and also for t = + OJ 9 with At=OJ = A+ , and 
for any '¥ E D k • 
p(N+1+j)~ 
The remainder R~+ 1 (At) is given by 
N 1 Jt is rsN-1 -isNH isNHo R~_L 1 (At) = (-iA.) + ds J ds 1 •• o J dsNe e 
• 0 0 0 
-isN 1H isN 1H { e - 0 [ V ( sN- sN _ 1 ) , [ V ( ~ _1 ) 9 •• o [ V ( s) 9 A] o •• ] e - 0 } 
- i sNH i sNH ,11 
e oe I ' 
and estimated by 
with C~+ 1 independent of A and '¥ • 
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Similar formulae hold for t .... - co instead of t .... + :o • 
Hemark: For the case A = a#(h) these expansions are of the 
form of the so called Dyson-Schwinger ones. Each term is given 
here in terms of known quantities 9 namely the time zero fields 
and the interaction in the interaction picture. Hence these ex-
pansionsprovide a way to compute 9 in the sense of asymptotic 
series 9 the asymptotic fields (and e.g. polynomials in them). 
Proof: (3.8) has been proven already before the statement of the 
Theorem. Note that the expression for { }_~ as strong limit 
holds because of Lemma 2.4. The estimate on the remainder (3.9) 
follows from the fact that A= [V(cr) 9 [V(tN) 9 ••• [V(t1 ) 9 A] ••• ]] 
satisfies I!A(N-t-1 )-(p(N+ 1 +j)+~)l! _::: CM(1+ltl )-M , as a consequence 
of the higher order estimates (2.4) (as seen similarly as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.3) and 
-(p(N+1+j)+~) -icrH . H 
IJ (N+1) e 0 e10 'l.'li 
I - .I 
by the same estimates. 
The asymptotic expansion (3.11) is established in a similar way 
as (3.8) 9 starting form (3.3) and inserting in this relation the 
( 1 ) isH 0 -isH0 
expression for A = [V 9 e Ae ] given by 
( 1 ) ( 1 ) Js . I icrH ( 1 ) -icrH . f.J A_s X = A x- iA. e-J.crF. [V ,e 0 A e 0 ]e10 ·'xdcr , for any 
0 
XED k" ! 
p(N-t-1+j)+'2' 
Consider now the scattering operator Since it is 
bounded 9 it is determined by its values on a dense set of states. 
By linearity it is sufficient to compute S B0 0 9 where B = a-l<(h1 ) .• 
cr1 
• • a ·l<- ( h ) 9 with h . E r;;:r 9 i = 1 ~ • • • 9 m 9 and m arbitrary • We m 1 
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include the case B00 = 00 by the convention that B stru1ds for 
the identity for m = 0 . 
Y!e have 
S B Q = W *W B Q 
0 - + 0 
(3.8) 




On the other hand B+Q is given 9 according to Theorem 3.1, by~ 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
where all the integrals are strongly convergent. 
By Lemma 2.5 we have: 
([V(tj)j[ ••• ,[V(t 1 ),B] 9 ••• ]}_0 = 
(3.13) 
= W_[[V(tj),[ ••• ,[V(t1 ) 9 B] ••. ]}0 0 • 
Inserting this into (3.11) we get 
(3 .14) 
n . J S B Q 0 = . L: ( - i A. ) J W _ * W _ [[ V ( t J. ) 9 [ • • • [ V ( t 1 ) 9 I3 ] • • • ] 1 0 0 d t 1 • • • d·t J. 
J-o 
- t. < .... <t1 J- -
+ Vf-1~-R (B )0 
- n+1 + • 




1 s . crTI icrH Rn+1(SB)O = w:(-iA)n+ e- 1 Le 0 
cr_stn_::: ... _st 1 (3.16) 
-icrH . H 
[V(cr),[V(tn), ••• ,[V(t1),B] ••• ]e 0 e10 0 dcrdt 1 ... dtn. 
We have the 
Theorem 3.2 
The sea ttering opera tor S , defined by ( 2 .13) , has an asymp-
totic power series expansion in A when applied to any vector ~ 
of the dense set of vectors of the Fock space, obtained by apply-
ing the polynomial algebra ~~ to the Fock vacuum 00 • The ex-
pansion is given, for 
t. < ••• <t1 J- -
All integrals are strongly convergent. 
(3.17) 
There wxists an € > 0 such that for all 0 < A < € the remain-
der RN+1 (Sa*(h1 ) ••• a*(hm))O satisfies the estimate~ 
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(3.19) 
where CN+1 is a constant independent of A • 
Proof~ The expansion coincides with (3.15) 9 (3.16) 9 with B = 
= a* ( h 1 ) ••• a* ( hm ) 9 N = n 9 RN + 1 ( S B ) 0 = RN + 1 ( Sa* ( h 1 ) • • • a* ( hm ) ) 0 9 
and hence has been proven already. The estimate on the remainder 
is obtained as follows. W * is partial isometric, hence 9 by 
( 3 • 1 6 ) and (3 • 1 0 ) ~ 
where CN+1 is independent of A • 
But HO = EO 9 and the lowest eigenvalue E is known to be boun-
ded uniformly in A for A in a finite interval 9) [O,e] • 
Moreover b2p(N+1 )+k is also bounded for A E [O,e:] (see [14]). 
ll p(N+1 )+~ Hence . (H+b 2p(N+1 )+k) .::o!l ~ const. 9 where the constant is 
independent of A , for A E [0 9 e] • This then, inserted into 
(3.20) 9 proves (3.19) and the Theorem. I 
From Theorem 3.2 we have immediately the asymptot2c expansion of 
the S-matrix ~ 
Theorem 3.3 
The S-matrix is determined by matrix elements of the form 
8n m(g1 ••• gn;h1 ••• hm) 
9 
a*(h1 ) ••• a*(h )0) + + m 
Sa*(h1 ••• a*(h )0) , m o 
= ( a-:~ ( g 1 ) • • • a.,, ( g_ ) 0 9 
- - n 
= (a*(g1 ) ••• a*(gn)0 0 , 
9) It is even .known [ 14] that the· Rayleigh-Schr0dinger series for 
E is an asymptotic power series in A. , uniquely Borel summable 
to its sum E • Also the asymptotic expansion for 0 is 
known [14]. This could also be inserted for 0 in the expres-
sion (3.18) of RN+1(Sa*(h1 ) •.• a*(hm))O • 
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where 
These matrix elements have asymptotic power series expansions 
in A. given by: 
1 . i0H 
= ( "A.)N+ ( *( ) *( ,r, 'F r -lCTH Or-,r() rv(t) 
-l a g 1 ••• a' gn J u 0 ~ 11 _: J e e :_ v 0 9 ,__ N ~ ••• 
0~tN~ ••. ~t 1 
-i0H · TI 
C V ( t 1 ) 9 a ~E- ( h 1 ) •.• a* ( hm) ] ••• ] ] e 0 e l 0_c 0 d 0 d t 1 ••• d tN • 
The remainder satisfies the estimate 
!RlT+1 (Sn9m) I .:S ! A.!N+1cl~+1 9 
with ( Iii 
'N+1 independent of A. • 
(3.21) 
Remark 1~ The terms 9 up to the arbitrary order N in the asymp-
totic expansion of S given in Theorem 3.3 are expr0ssed n 9 m 
in terms of the Fock vacuum 9 the free time zero fields and the 
interaction V in the interaction picture 9anic:an ihus be computed. 
One checks easily that the asymptotic expansion for S is dif-
n9m 
ferent from the one of a constant 9 since the terms of order larger 
or equal 1 do not vanish identically. Since to a given function 
there is only one asymptotic expansion 9 this proves that (as to 
be expected!) space cut-off polynomial interactions in two space-
time dimensions have non trivial scattering. 10 ) 
10) The analoguous result was proven in [1b] for Nelson's type 
models and in [11c] for non polynomial interactions. 
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Remark 2~ In order to prove that the series given by the right 
hand side of ( 3. 21 ) for N -+ co is actually uniquely summable to 
the sum S , additional information would be needed, e.g. in n,m 
the form of strong enough estimates on the remainder (with respect 
to the order N ) and analyticity of in in some suitable 
11 ) 
complex sector. 
(3.21) for N -+ ·:::0 to 
We have proven the summability of the series 
S , in the strong form of S being 
n,m n,m 
analytic for A in a disk, for non polynomial interactions with 
space and ultraviolet cut-off, in all space-time dimensions, in 
Ref. [11c]. 
4. Unitarity of the scattering operator in the sense of 
asymptotic series. 
We shall now construct the asymptotic power series expan-
sions for S*S and SS* , using the asymptotic power series ex-
pansion of S given by Theorem 3.2. 
Since W is bounded, we can form 
Consider first S*S =Vi* W S. 
+ -
W S a*(h1 ) ••• a*(hm)O , which, 
by Theorem 3.2, is given byg 
N . r 
W _Sa->~ ( h 1 ) ••• a* ( hm) Q = . I: (- i )~ ) J J W _ AO 0 d t 1 ••• d t J. + W _ RN + 1 0, ( 4 • 1 ) 
J-o 
- t .< ... <t1 J- -
where we have set A-- [V(tj), ••• [V(t1 ),a*(h1 ) ••• a-l<·(hm)] ..• ] 
11) Results of this type have been obtained by B. Simon and 
I1. Rosen-E. Simon [ 14] for other quanti ties in these models 9 
including the vacuum energy and the equal time Wightman 
functions. 
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and where we have also interchanged the integrations and the mul-
tiplication by W ~ which is allowed~ since all integrals are 
strongly convergent and W is bounded. 
By Lemma 2.5 we have 
W _A 0 0 == A_ 0. ~ 
where A 
'tH itH -itH 'tH 
== s-lim e-1 e 0 Ae 0 e 1 
t -1 -00 
A has the form of the operators covered by Theorem 3.1 and 0 
belongs to the set of vectors considered in the same theorem~ 
since 0 belongs to the domain of all powers of H • 
Hence we have~ 
M 
A_O.,..A+O+r (iA.)k J (CV(TkL ••• [V('1' 1 LA] ••• ]}+O. 
k=1 
1' k> ••• ,?:1' 1 
with 
'l'>'J'T,~> ... , >T1 
- .L'il- -
-iTH . H 
V (,. 1 ) ~A] ••• ]] e 0 e l'!' Qd,. d; ••• d,. M ~ 
where all the integrals are strongly convergent. 
FDom Lemma 2.5 we have~ 
Introducing this into (4.3) we obtain 
M k " 
W AO. = A 0. = A+ Q + r ( i A. ) j W + [ [ V ( 1' k ) 9 • • • 9 C V ( 1' 1 ) 9 A] • • • ] 0 0 
(4.3) 
0 k=1 ,.~···2:,.1 d'i'1 ••• drk 
Insert now this expression for 
hand side of (4.1). We obtain: 
W AO 
0 
( 4. 5) 
into the sum on the right 
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W Sa*(h1 ) ••• a*(h )0 = 
- m 
N . I 
= _z:: (-i:X.)J 
J=O 
(4.6) 
where all the integrals are again strongly convergent. 
We apply now the bounded operator to both sides of (4.6). 
Because of the strong convergence of the integrals and the bound-
edness of W* 
+ 
we can bring under the integrals. Since, on 
the other hand. W*W = S* we obtain~ 
' + - ' 
= W*W Sa*(h1) ••• a*(h )0 = +- m 
rv.t • k r· 
l: (-i:X.)J(i:X.) ' s {[V( Tk), .•. [V( ,.,),A] ••• J }00 N = l: j=o J k-o 
- t.<~.<t1 J- - Tk-::_ ... ;::1" 1 dt1 ••• dtjdT,.,.d'J"k 
(4.7) N . r· 
+ l: (-i:X.)J j W*Rr[ 1 (A )Odt 1 ••• dt.+s-x-Ru 1o, 
. - + \ + - J .L~+ J-o 
- t.< ••• <t1 J- -
where again all integrals are strongly convergent. 
Introduce now the following sequence of characteristic functions 
for all k = 0,1,2, ••• 
X = 1 
'0 
tk ~ tk-1 ~···~ t, 
xk(t,, ••• ,tk) = 0 otherwise. 
Then one 
0 = 
has the formula ([15])~ 
n k 
E (-1) xn-k(tn•···,tk+ 1 )xk(t 1 , ••• ,tk) , k=o 
valid for any n = 0,1,2, ••• 
(4.8) 
the case where some of the arguments coincide. This formula is 
easily proven by induction. 
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We can on the other hand vrri te ( 4. 7) as follows~ 
N M . 




N . s R = 2: (-iA)J . W*R][ 1 (A )Odt1 ••• dt. + 
. + ,+ - J (4.10) J-o 
- t. < ••• <t1 J- -
Hence 
S*Sa*(h ) a*(h )0 1 • • • m o 
N+N[ . n r r ~ k 
= E (lA) '••• I ~ (-1) 
,j ,; 
n=o k=o 
Using now the identity (4.8) 9 we see that the integrands are zero 
for 0 < n < N+M • 
Therefore we have 
S -~<-Sa-x- ( h 1 ) • • • a* ( hm) 0 0 = a* ( h 1 ) ••• a-:<- ( hm ) 0 0 + R , 
where R is given by (4.10). 
For R we can easily find an estimate, using the facts that 
is a partial isometry, S'E- is a contraction, RM+ 1 (A_)O is given 
by (4.3) and RN+ 1o is estimated by (3.19). 
We have thus, for !AI ~ e 
But the operator under the norm is of the form (2.7) of those es-
timated in Lemma 2.3. Hence the norm is bounded by 
C(rLJ:,j,m,r) (1+!TI )-r , for any r , and thus the integrals on 
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the norm are convergent. 
We have therefore proven the estimate 
I!IRI!. < I ""'M+1K 
- M ' 
where KM is independent of A. • 
Theorem 4.1 
Let D be the dense set of vectors in Fock space obtained 
by applying on the Fock vacuum 0 0 the polynomial algebra ~ 
consisting of all polynomials in the creation and annihilation 
£ _!!_ 
operators a" (h1 ) ••• a'r(hk) , with arbitrary square integrable hi, 
i = 1, ••• ,k, (k being any arbitrary integer). On D the oper-
ators S*S and SS* are asymptotic, in the strong topology, to 
the identity operator, for small values of A. • S is the scat-
tering operator defined by (2.13). 
Thus, for any '±' E D ~ 
S*S'±' = '±' + R 
and SS*'±' = '±' + R 1 
with remainders R,R' which satisfy 
for any N = 0,1,2, •.• , where KN,K~ are independent of A., 
A. real. 
Hence the scattering operator and the S-matrix are "asymptotic 
m1i tary" in the sense that So'f-S and ss-><- are given, on the 
dense domain D , by asymptotic power series in the coupling con-
stant which are asymptotic, in the strong topology, to the iden-
tity. 
Equivalently~ For any vector '±' E D , the vectors S*S'±' and 
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SS*~ are strongly differentiable in ~ , to all orders, with all 
derivatives at ~ = 0 equal to zero. 
Proof: The asymptotic series for S*S has been derived above, 
as well as the estimate for the remainder R • 
The analogous result for SS'; is obtained by completely parallel 
arguments, since the passage from S to S* is obtained by in-
terchanging W+ with W_ , and our asymptotic series, like the 
ones in Theorem 3.1, are derived for all cases. I 
Remark: KN and K~ might depend on the vector ~ and on the 
order N • To prove complete unitarity~ and not only unitarity 
in the sense of asymptotic series, one would need e.g. stronger 
estimates for ~ complex, on the various remainders on which our 
estimate for R is based. 
The asymptotic series for s~~s and SS* yield immediately the 
usual unitarity relations for S-matrix elements between any vee-
tors in the above dense set D of states. Here we have not only 
"unitarity in every ordern but also an estimate on the remainders 
of the relevant expansions in the coupling constant, since these 
are proven to be asymptotic series. 
If we analyze the proofs of all the asymptotic expansions of this 
paper, we see that ingredienmneeded are the essential self-
adjointness of the Hamiltonian H on D(H0 ) n D(V) , the spatial 
cut-off in V and a strong control on V of the type of the one 
provided by Rosen's estimates (2.4). The same proofs work in the 
same way for the classes of space and ultraviolet cut-off models, 
in any space-time dimensions, considered in [10], i.e. for inter-
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action densities of the form are 
polynomials in finitely many boson fields resp. boson and fermion 
resp. fermion fields (even degrees in the fermion fields and li-
nearity in the boson fieldsfor Py ). In the same way all the 
proofs work for the Nelson's type models discussed in [1]. Finally 
they can also be carried through for the class of non-polynomial 
S iscp (x) .... interactions of the form V = e 8 dv(s)dx , with an ultra-
lxl_:sl 
violet cut-off boson field cp and where the symmetric measure 
€ 
\) ( s) is finite with bounded support and satisfies J Is I d! vI (s) <co. 
This is a subclass of the interactions studied (also in the infi-
nite volume ( 1-+ co)~ limit) in [ 11] (where also references to pre-
vious work are given). For these models the analyticity of the 
S-matrix elements S in A , for small n~m A , has also been 
proven in [11c]. The asymptotic series is thus in this case con-
vergent to the analytic functions In this case it is 
moreover proven ~11c] to coincide with the linked cluster expan-
sion of the S-matrix. The present paper yields, for these non-
polynomial models, the additional information of the unitarity of 
the scattering operator (and the S-matrix) in the sense of asymp-
totic series, for small values of the coupling constant A • 
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